Effect of conjugation path length on quadratic nonlinear optical properties of monomer and aggregates of zwitterionic merocyanine dyes.
We present a quantum-chemical analysis of the conjugation path length effect on first hyperpolarizabilities of a series of zwitterionic merocyanine dyes whose synthesis has been reported earlier (J. Am. Chem. Soc.2002, 124, 9431, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1997, 119, 3144). The effect of the conjugation path lengths is evaluated to demonstrate the engineering guidelines for enhancing molecular optical nonlinearity. The first hyperpolarizabilities are calculated for extended conjugated monomer and H and J type aggregates of merocyanine dyes, to provide insight into the intermolecular interactions and the relationship between structural and collective nonlinear optical properties. The molecular geometries for monomers are obtained via B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level optimization including the SCRF/PCM approach, and the dynamic nonlinear optical (NLO) properties for monomer and aggregates are calculated with the ZINDO/CV method, including solvent effects. It is found that the chain length dependence of the first nonlinearity peaks at n = 6 and then it starts changing slowly for monomer and aggregates of zwitterionic merocyanine dyes. It is concluded that an excellent NLO response in solution might vanish when the active chromophore forms higher H aggregates. The importance of our results on the design of electrooptic materials has been discussed.